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White Pearl...
• Get a radiant, long-lasting smile
in minutes!

fast

• Developed by dentists for
professional results

• Clinically proven to be safe and effective
• Whitens teeth better than any other
treatment available
• Little or no sensitivity to teeth
Retail opportunities are available.
Become part of one of today’s fastest
growing industries! Call and ask for a
White Pearl sales consultant for
more information.
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Thanks to advanced
technology and
research, cosmetic
tooth whitening is more
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popular, safe and
effective than ever.

White Pearl implements the most
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TEETH WHITENING SYSTEM

innovative, risk-free and comfortable
whitening methods bringing amazing
results to clients worldwide. Stains
quickly disappear, leaving a radiant, white

safe

simple

White Pearl International
50 Glen Street, Suite 307
Glen Cove, NY 11542
516/676.4654
telephone
TEETH WHITENING SYSTEM
516/676.0847 fax

smile — after as little as 10 minutes!
www.whitepearlusa.com
A division of White Pearl International, LLC

Get a radiant,
long-lasting smile
in minutes!
whitepearl
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TEETH WHITENING SYSTEM

Brilliantly Simple. Simply Brilliant.

Here’s how it works. LED Blue
Light Technology is calibrated to
a precise wavelength, activating
White Pearl’s pharmaceutical-

questions?

grade whitening gel. The whitening
process quickly begins, removing
years of discoloration. Coffee,
tobacco, cola
and red wine
stains —
White Pearl
will remove
them all and
leave behind a brilliant, white smile.
With White Pearl, there is no
irritation or burning, and little-to-no
tooth sensitivity. Because we offer
this innovative service through
spas, health clubs and salons, the
high cost associated with dental
office visits is not a factor —
in fact, White Pearl is a fraction
of the cost. Plus, the treatment
is administered by trained
professionals and is totally safe.

Is White Pearl for everyone?
Just about anyone! White Pearl yields
amazing results for anyone who wants
whiter teeth. This includes those with
teeth stained by tobacco, foods, coffee or tea. However, pregnant women
and children under the age of 16
should not use the system.
How white will my teeth get?
Tests show that after just one 10-20
minute White Pearl session, teeth can
become 3-10 shades whiter. Of course,
these results depend on original tooth
color. In some cases, a second treatment
is recommended.
How long will my whitening
results last?
This varies from person-to-person, and
also depends on dental hygiene. White
Pearl treatment results typically last for
up to two years.
Is it safe?
Yes. Scientific articles have shown that
the active ingredients in the White Pearl
gel are safe and effective for cosmetic
tooth whitening.
How long does the
White Pearl treatment take?
Incredible results are achieved in just
one 10-20 minute treatment!

Will it hurt?
Absolutely not! Because of White
Pearl’s state-of-the-art technology,
treatment time is very brief. This means
that exposure to strong, sensitivitycausing bleaching agents for long
periods of time is a thing of the past.
Although hot and cold foods should be
avoided for a few hours after treatment,
discomfort or sensitivity is generally
not an issue.
Talk to a staff member about
White Pearl today!

